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TFWA World Exhibition Preview  
CabinZero lightens the load in Cannes 

 
First time TFWA WE exhibitor CabinZero (TNG Europe Ltd) will launch its 2019 
collection of ultra-light bags and luggage in Cannes this October (Green Village H56) 
with a number of new lines targeted at the 18-30 traveller.  With bags, backpacks 
and an expanding range of accessories, CabinZero offers the perfect solution for 
retailers looking to expand their offer in this category. 
 
Highlights from the collection include: 
  
THE ADVENTURE CATEGORY. A brand new range aimed at the more demanding 
traveller, this backpack style bag comes in 32L and 42L sizes – both suitable for 
taking on-board airlines.  Two versions are offered, the ADV and the ADV PRO, 
which features a lightweight aluminium frame, Thermoform EVA panel with 
moulded air channels and Perforated EVA foam Shoulder Straps. ADV PRO also 
features a Laptop pocket suitable for 15 inch (32L) or 17 inch (42L).

 
 
Both styles are made in matt finish nylon 500 denier rip-stop fabric with a 1500 mm 
water resistance column and come in four colours: Absolute Black, Sahara Sand, 
Mossy Forest and Atlantic Blue. 
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ADV DRY. This sub-section of the Adventure Category features two different smaller 
waterproof bags: the ADV Dry 30L Backpack and ADV DRY 11L Cross Body. Both 
have detachable Velcro inside pouch with RFID blocking (radio frequency 
identification) security pocket and are packable into the same pocket. ULTRA light, 
weighing just 310g and 230g respectively, both bags are perfect for packing into a 
CabinZero inflight bag ready for use at the destination. The fabric comes with a 
19300 water column (water resistance) and both bags are offered in eight colours 
including Black, Aruba Blue and Jaipur Pink. 

 
THE TRAVEL CATEGORY.  This phenomenally popular 
range is extended with two new important additions: 
CLASSIC PLUS and top of the range CLASSIC PRO (both in 
42L and 32L capacities). 
 
Both expand on the feature set of the existing Classic Bag 
with added features including: Plus: hide-away straps, 
trolley slip, thicker padding on the back and straps, 
sternum strap, bottle/umbrella pocket, refined modern 
design. 
Pro: all above along with laptop and organisation 
compartment at the front and waist straps.  
 
ACCESSORIES.  This expanding selection from CabinZero now includes three smaller, 
lightweight bags that are perfect for packing and using once travellers have arrived 
at their destination. They are light enough to be added to a filled CabinZero inflight 
bag, or used within the bag to pack separate items.  
 
Three bags are introduced in Cannes:  
SIDEKICK 3 - 3L Shoulder Bag 
CROSS BODY 11  - 11L Crossbody Bag 
FLIGHT 12 – 12L Backpack 
 
All have RFID blocking pockets and initially come in eight 
colours including Navy, Orange Chill and Aruba Blue. 
 
These new pieces join a range of strong and lightweight 
bags of various sizes and colours ranging from cabin-sized 
models weighing in at just 600g and including 28L sizes 
that meet the demands of some low-cost airlines.  
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“We’re really excited to be exhibiting for the first time at TFWA World Exhibition this 
year,” says CabinZero founder and CEO Neil Varden.  “Our objective is to introduce 
our range of ultra-light, stylish, travel-inspired bags to travel retailers across the 
globe. Cabin-bag allowances can start at just 5kg with some airlines, so minimising 
weight and maximising storage capacity is critical. CabinZero bags are made for ‘zero 
hassle’ when travelling and offer models with top or side handles or rucksack style. 
Every product comes with an integrated lost and found tag and carries a 10-year 
warranty that can be upgraded to 25 years free of charge when registered at 
cabinzero.com. Apart from the practicality side, our bags come in loads of bright, fun 
and modern colours that offer great appeal to the younger traveller.” 
 
To make an appointment please contact Neil:  Tel: +44 (0) 777 640 8062. Email: 
neil@cabinzero.com 
  
Press enquiries: Row Holland, Essential Communications. Tel +44 (0) 208 405 8109. 
Mob: +44 (0) 7525 234265. Email: row@essencompr.com 
	
	


